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About the Book 

 

This collection of essays is the result of research spanning more than a decade, 

motivated by nothing more than the desire to reach a clear understanding of 

the issues surrounding the rediscovery of tekhelet through the Murex trunculus.  

Is it possible to renew a biblical commandment without a mesorah (tradition)?  

Must religious objects, like tzitzit, be made from kosher substances?  Does one 

violate the melakhah (Shabbat labor) of trapping when obtaining a snail on 

Shabbat?  Bringing together biology and halakhah, chemistry and aggadah, 

archeology and theology – and applying careful consideration and logical 

reason – these essays seek to address the numerous questions that arise in the 

endeavor to revive this unique commandment.  And as tekhelet is a 

commandment that has been forgotten for over 1300 years, each essay is 

colored with the marvel of a lost biblical commandment returned anew to the 

Jewish people.  This collection of essays, then, can be seen as a group of 

threads – threads of reason – spun into a cord strong enough to bind a new 

generation in the fulfillment of an ancient commandment. 
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On History, Mesorah, and Nignaz 
 

 

 

 

 

 

History 

 

Archeological evidence now available suggests that the origins of the purple and 

blue dye industry can be traced to Crete, dating as far back as 1750 BCE.1  And on 

a tablet from Tel el-Amarna, dating to 1500 BCE, the phrase subatu sa takilti – a 

garment of tekhelet – is listed as one of the precious articles sent to Egypt by 

Dusratta, King of the Mittani, as dowry to the Egyptian prince who was about to 

marry his daughter.2  These finds, among others, indicate that mollusk-based 

dyeing was in place long before the Jews came out of Egypt (c. 1312 BCE), and 

that the dyes were very precious, being used to denote royalty.3   

 

A great number of archeological sites along the northern coast of Israel and 

extending up to the port city of Sidon attest to a well-developed Murex-based 

dyeing industry in the region.4  Fittingly, this region is precisely where the Gemara 

states that the hillazon fisherman were located – “from the Ladders of Tyre to 

Haifa” (Shab. 26a).  One of the more telling finds from this region is that of a vat, 

found at Tel Shikmona (just outside of the modern city of Haifa), stained with 

dyestuff shown to be molecularly equivalent to the dye produced from Murex 

snails.  The finds at these sites date from 1300 BCE to 900 BCE, corresponding to 

the time Joshua conquered the land from the Canaanites. 

 

Now, the Jews wore tekhelet from the time they were commanded to do so on 

Mount Sinai until foreign rulers became zealous for the royal color and restricted 

its production and use to the ruling class.5  Various decrees were promulgated by 

the Romans, some providing exemption for ritual use, others strictly prohibiting 

Jewish use (e.g., Constantius 337-362).  Documenting life during this period, the 
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Gemara contains numerous references to the ritual use of tekhelet, the latest of 

which tells of tekhelet being brought from Israel to Babylon in the days of R. Ahai 

(c. 506).  This statement denotes the last positive mention of the use of tekhelet and, 

as no reference to its discontinuance is recorded, it is safe to assume that tekhelet 

was available until the redaction of the Gemara (c. 550-570).  Chronologically, the 

next mention of tekhelet in Judaic literature is found in the Midrash Tanhuma (c. 

750) which laments, “and now we have no tekhelet, only white.”6  R. Herzog 

surmises that it was the Arab conquest of Israel (c. 639) that brought an end to the 

snail-based dyeing industry among the Jews. 

 

R. Herzog’s estimation notwithstanding, R. Gershon Hanokh Leiner, the 

Radzyner Rebbe, reasons that tekhelet was in use during the times of R. Natronai 

Gaon (c. 853) and R. Shmuel Hofni Gaon (d. 1013), as they wrote of tekhelet and, 

according to the Radzyner, they only concerned themselves with rulings that 

were of practical consequence (halakhah lema’aseh).  The Radzyner also makes an 

argument that perhaps even the Rambam (1135-1204) had tekhelet.  This is 

difficult to accept, however, considering that the Rambam himself states 

explicitly, “We have no tekhelet at the present day.”7  The Radzyner does 

acknowledge that his proposition is only speculation, based on an idea that is not 

without weakness.8  Accordingly, he places the last use of tekhelet among the Jews 

at the end of the Gaonic period (1038).9 

 

Now while the Radzyner Rebbe provides the latest date for tekhelet usage among 

the Jewish people,10 R. Yehoshua MiKutna, in his work Yeshuot Malko (Orah 

Hayyim 2), puts forth the earliest date for the loss of tekhelet.  He estimates that 

tekhelet was lost toward the end of the Amoraic period (c. 474), based on the fact 

that the Amoraim came to the conclusion that tekhelet was not a sine qua non for the 

fulfillment of the mitzvah of tzitzit.11   

 

The importance of this discussion, it should be noted, is not academic but has 

significant halakhic ramifications concerning the issues of mesorah and nignaz. 

 

Mesorah 

 

With regard to the issue of mesorah (tradition), the Beit HaLevi wrote responsum 

on the subject to the Radzyner Rebbe upon the Rebbe’s proposal that he had 

found the ancient source of tekhelet in a cuttlefish known as Sepia officinalis.12  There 

are actually two records of their correspondence: one recorded by the Beit 
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HaLevi’s grandson (R. Joseph B. Soloveitchik) and the other recorded by the 

Radzyner himself.13  The responsum as recorded by R. Soloveitchik indicates that 

the Beit HaLevi was of the opinion that a mesorah is essential; however, perhaps 

more telling is the responsum recorded by the Radzyner which reveals why the Beit 

HaLevi felt a mesorah was necessary.  This version of the responsum reads: 

 

After he [the Radzyner] has clarified that something had been lost and 

he rediscovered it, will we be obligated to listen to him and wear it.  

However, if we say that the fish was in existence, and the [manner of] 

extracting its dye was known during all the time that has passed since 

tekhelet stopped [being used] in Israel, and yet our fathers and our 

forefathers did not wear it, then it is as if we have a tradition and a 

transmission from our ancestors that this fish and its dye are not the 

hillazon and the tekhelet, despite its having all the signs which our sages 

have designated.  Only after it has become clear to us that this fish or 

the dyeing process ceased and was forgotten at any time during all this 

time, and therefore that the transmission was interrupted, only then 

will the halakhic evidence serve as proof.14 

 

From this quote, it is clear that the mitzvah of tzitzit is not in some unique category 

that demands mesorah, and only mesorah, for its determination – something that 

would constitute an unparalleled halakhic anomaly.15  Rather, the Beit HaLevi 

simply said to the Radzyner, in effect, if this “hillazon” was known to my father and 

to my grandfather, etc., and yet they didn’t have any mesorah attached to it, why 

should I now accept it as the genuine hillazon of tekhelet?  That is to say, since the 

Sepia officinalis proposed by the Radzyner has always been known,16 it comes with a 

known mesorah, albeit a negative one.   

 

However, when it comes to the Murex trunculus now being proposed as the hillazon, 

the words of the Beit HaLevi argue in its favor.  According to all accounts, the 

Murex trunculus had been lost to the Jewish people from sometime between the 

years 474 and 1038 (and lost to the non-Jewish world since 1453).17  It was only 

rediscovered by the French zoologist Henri de Lacaze-Duthiers in 1857,18 and only 

reintroduced to the Jewish world in the 1980s.19  This being the case, the Beit 

HaLevi would obligate the use of halakhic evidence in the face of a broken mesorah 

– a break ranging from at least 400 years within the non-Jewish world to more than 

1500 years among the Jewish people.20 
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Nignaz 
 

In explaining that tekhelet is no longer available, the Midrash, in two distinct places, 

uses the expression – nignaz – stored away.21  Some have interpreted this to mean 

“hidden” to the extent that the mitzvah is simply unattainable by any natural 

means.  Rabbi Yitzhak Luria, the Arizal, mentions the time of this “storing away” 

in connection with the destruction of the Second Temple (70 CE): “For the truth 

is that at this time, after the destruction of the Temple, we do not have the power 

to wear tekhelet.”22   However, by all accounts tekhelet was still in use following the 

destruction of the Temple, the earliest date given for its loss being 474.  

Commenting on this conflict, R. Tuckachinsky explains, “Therefore, it is 

understood that only during the time of the Temple was it found in abundance, 

following which it was nignaz, not that it was stored away completely, but that it 

was found less frequently.”23  In a similar vein the Radvaz explains that “it is 

possible that the hillazon exists but we do not recognize it or how to trap it.”24 
 

Given this understanding, it is reasonable to adopt a more interpretative definition 

of the term nignaz than first supposed.  Indeed, the term is translated by the Arukh 

to mean stored for safekeeping, and not that the item in question had been 

abolished or vanished.25  R. Eliyahu Tavger, in his article, “The Meaning of Nignaz 

in the Writings of the Sages,” brings Talmudic sources that employ the word to 

refer to a ruler’s storing away of precious items for exclusive royal use.26  He 

surmises that the Midrashic statements declaring tekhelet to be nignaz, refer to royal 

edicts, like those promulgated by the Romans, prohibiting anyone but the royal 

court from wearing tekhelet.  Indeed, the Ramban writes, “Today, no one but kings 

dares to wear tekhelet” (on Ex. 28:2), thus supporting the notion that kings 

zealously guarded the use of tekhelet, keeping it as the symbol of royalty – nignaz for 

the king, but not nignaz out of existence.27 
 

Conclusion 

 

In conclusion, we have seen that the mitzvah of tekhelet has been lost to the 

Jewish world for anywhere from 900 to 1500 years.28  This complete break in 

continuity provides an opening through which halakhah can then accept 

evidence to fill the void left by the lack of mesorah.  In addition, we learned that 

tekhelet was still in use even after the term nignaz was employed and therefore, 

we can rest assured that there is no prohibition, mystical or otherwise, that 

would prevent us from fulfilling this precious mitzvah, one which the Gemara 

teaches is “equal to all the mitzvot” (Men. 43b).29 
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